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Carrer dels Tallers 

"Charming Little Street"

Lost amidst a maze of streets in the heart of Barcelona, Carrer dels Tallers

is the kind of street you discover either by accident or if you specifically

go looking. Hidden away from the city's major tourist trodden stretches,

it's difficult to believe how peaceful the street remains even as the other

areas swarm with people. An intriguing array of independent shops and

boutiques is your reward for discovery. From charming clothing boutiques

to local record stores and local cafes and restaurants, the street offers a

distinctly local vibe. Of special note are the excellent selection vintage

boutiques, perfect for snagging a bargain.

 +34 93 285 3834 (Tourist Information)  Carrer dels Tallers, Barcellona
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Lullaby 

"Past Perfect"

Vintage hunters in the city have known to flock Carrer Riera Baixa for its

promising boutiques, and Lullaby is one of its finest. Established in 2009,

the store offers an exciting collection of trends that go as far back as the

1950s. From designer dresses and bags to one-of-a-kind pieces, the

boutique's collection has enough to please all tastes. Also worth

mentioning, is their fantastic collection of shoes and accessories that will

perfectly complement your look. The helpful store staff will be happy to

advice and recommend.

 +34 93 443 0802  Carrer Riera Baixa 22, Barcellona
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TurQuesh 

"Vintage Treasures"

Standing at the corner of Sepulveda and Viladomat, TurQuesh's striking

red facade is hard to miss. Step inside to discover a quirky collection of

styles from the yesteryears. From dresses and scarves to bags and

accessories, you'll find everything here to complete your retro look. Stock

is regularly updated and offers newer delights with each visit. Keep your

eyes peeled; there's a good chance you'll stumble upon well-loved

designer finds.

 +34 93 124 2164  turquesh.com/  turquesh@gmail.com  Carrer Sepúlveda 100,

Barcellona
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Mercat del Encants 

"Antique Bargains"

Any kind of object can be found at Mercat del Encants, the biggest flea

market in Barcelona. Hidden among piles and piles of second-hand

objects, there might be that antique you were looking for. Especially

curious is the huge amount of old furniture on sale which is surrounded by

stacks of clothes, books, and other curios. It is open every Monday,

Wednesday and Friday at 9a. However, stop by at 8a to attend the

auctions of the most valuable objects.

 +34 93 245 2299  encantsbarcelona.com/  info@encantsbarcelona.co

m

 Carrer de los Castillejos 158,

Barcellona
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Muebles RAM 

"Second-hand Treasures"

A warehouse that provides secondhand furniture, Muebles RAM gives you

some great options for redecorating your home. There is furniture stacked

to the ceiling and it's a wonder that it doesn't fall from the shelves. Some

of the products include theater costumes, lamps, desks, doors, stained-

glass and much more. It is certain that you will spend your entire day here

looking for stuff.

 +34 93 232 0805  Carrer de Cartagena 164, Barcellona
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